
Hello Nello & Sandy,

Firstly I just want to say a big thank you to the both of you for the 
great job you did. 
Hair and Make up is a big concern for any bride, so when I read 
that Marco could arrange all this and come to the Villa in Italy this 
certainly ticked another box for me deciding to marry in Italy. 

I decided not to get any trials done at home as I felt every 
professional hairdresser has their own unique creative way's of 
making their cilent's look beautiful and my trust was in Marco 
that he had the best chosen, which of course he did! I had styles 
in mind and on what I liked, I had pictures but I forgot to bring 
them along on the morning of the trial but this was not an issue 
as you have great team member who had very good English, who 
I could discuss my ideas with and Nello your English was not bad 
either! and you did my hair trail just the way I wanted. 

On the morning of my Wedding you worked so well together, you 
had all the other party members looking fab in no time, everyone 
was very happy with their makeup and hair. 

You really made me feel very relaxed, and like a princess of 
course on my big day!! I was very happy with how my Hair and 
Make up turned out. I wanted my look to be Vintage and Classy 
and that's what I got!! All went nicely with my dress. My make up 
didnt need any touching up all day, only a bit of gloss of course 
every now and then and my hair hair stayed in place nicely all day 
too. Received lots of complements from friends in Work, when 
showining them my Wedding Ablum, said I looked like Grace 
Kelly! An Old movie star!!

Many Thank,
Vicky

Ps still annoyed you both dont like Madonna ha ha!!

Wedding 24/ 04/ 2009 San Crispolto 
Victoria Mcnamara - Roger Cattermole 
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